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Today’s excitement is tomorrow’s history. And if it isn’t very exciting it
will be forgotten about tomorrow.

With great enthusiasm, we gleefully investigate murders, disasters,
accidents and nasty goings-on from earlier centuries with barely a
thought for the distress, hurt and grief that such incidents may have caused for others. A
friend recently witnessed a three vehicle accident which resulted in considerable injuries to
four people and not insignificant damage to vehicles and property and required the
attendance, some distance from town, of two fire tenders, four police vehicles, three
breakdown trucks, two ambulances and the Northern Air Ambulance, two county council
road clearance teams and the assistance of a number of bystanders. No doubt there would
also have been the involvement of medical teams and hours of police and other
administrative effort in following all this up. And moving forward there will be time off work,
repeated visits to hospitals and surgeries, eternal wrangles over insurance claims and, for
some, charges brought by the police, which might lead to the loss of a licence and as a
consequence, a job. All as the result of possibly a moment’s distraction.
None of this, of course, includes the trauma suffered by my friend as it unfolded before his
very eyes. My point? Oh yes, all this warranted was two lines in the local paper.
Last week’s flurry of internet sabotage, much of which is frighteningly difficult to
comprehend, may have inconvenienced some of us, horrified others and left many
vulnerable people in a precarious state (it has, however, given the press endless opportunity
to incorrectly apportion blame and to babble incoherently). I wonder what, in two or three
hundred years time, our historian descendents will make of either incident, particularly as
much of today’s reporting is digital rather than on pieces of paper. And, some say, digital
doesn’t really exist; it is all in the ether. One minute we are represented as information on a
screen and the next minute… POOOF! It’s all gone! Our speaker last month spoke about
large-scale digitisation projects at Ushaw College. I hope they have the foresight on
completion of the project, to lock all the books in a fire-proof, bomb-proof safe, so that once
the digits really do dissolve into the ether, there is still something to pick up, hold and read.
Following on from the piece in our Autumn newsletter relating attempts
by the Society to work with the Woodhorn Trust and Active
Northumberland to preserve and develop Hexham Library’s local
studies section; we learned earlier this month that, in a surprise move,
the County has taken back responsibility for records and archives and
that, whilst they will remain physically in Woodhorn, responsibility for local studies
throughout the county will no longer be part of the Woodhorn Trust’s remit! Whether this
means the archives are now with the County itself or with Active Northumberland, at the time
of writing remains to be seen.
Local history in
Hexham library
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We are currently awaiting a reply from Fay Cooper, the County’s Digital Design and Delivery
Manager, whom Rowan Brown, the new director of Woodhorn, informs us is now the person
to speak to. All we can be certain of is that there has, as yet, been no replacement for Ann

Newbury, the librarian responsible for local studies – a case of watch this space! STOP
PRESS! We now learnt that Claire Mason, the other County officer involved in the orginal
conversation, has also now left Active Northumberland so, even if we do ever find anyone to
negotiate with, it will be a case of back to square one!
Several members of the Committee have served for many years and
some would like to step back in the not too distant future. So, we are
looking for members to join the committee and take on a variety of
roles. The main committee meets no more than four times a year and
we’re a sociable bunch, entertaining the speaker at a local restaurant
before each talk! HLHS cannot function without its officers so, if you
feel you could contribute to the running of the Society in any way, please contact Peter
(chair@hexhamhistorian.org), Greg (treasurer@hexhamhistorian.org) or Mark – details
above. We promise to ease you in nicely!
Ask not what
your Society
can do for
you….

Catherine
Cookson (and
others) in
Tynedale
Mark Benjamin

A page on the soon-to-be-relaunched website will feature Hexham (&
Tynedale) in Fiction.
Nationally-celebrated writers such as Tom
Sharpe, Elizabeth Palmer and Nigel Tranter have written locally-set
novels, as have writers from the North East itself such as Howard
Pease and, of course, Catherine Cookson.

Although primarily a Tyneside author, the celebrated novelist and
former Corbridge resident set several of her novels in Tynedale, and at least one in Hexham
itself. Once upon a time, Hexham Library’s Brough Local Studies Collection held a copy of
each of these, along with other locally-set fiction.
Sadly, the recent “revision” of this
collection undertaken by the library service has meant that these have now been relocated
to Woodhorn and are no longer identifiable.
Can anyone identify which of Cookson’s
many books are set locally?
If you know of any other authors who have written novels set in Tynedale, whatever their
genre or intended audience, I would love to hear from you.

Dates for your
diary

Tuesday 30th May; 7.30pm. Northumberland from the air. An
illustrated talk by Stan Beckensall. Prior’s Hall, Hexham Abbey.
Tickets, £4, from Cogito Books in Back Street.

Saturday 8th July 2017; 10am – 3.30pm £25 (until 31st March), £30
there-after.
There as still places on this day school, sharing the
recent discoveries of the project from 2009-2017.
Workshops will
include: The restoration and archaeology of the Priory buildings, The
lost Eastern chapels, The abbey’s collection of early prayer books,
Vestments and furnishings & The digital modelling of the Anglo-Saxon
abbey and later Medieval priory.
Participants will receive a
complimentary copy of Hexham Abbey Revealed: the Hexham Abbey
Project, a co-publication between the Abbey and HLHS.
Booking forms may be obtained from the Day School Booking Office,
The Parish Office, Hexham Abbey, Hexham NE46 3NB (01434)
602031
The book will be available to purchase following the day school for Members and others not
able to attend the day school.

Until Sunday 10th September. Various sites. It’s just possible
that you may have missed the publicity for the Hadrian’s Cavalry
events; unlikely, I know, but just possible!
Hadrian’s Cavalry
explores the role and daily life of the Roman army’s cavalry forces
in a unique wall-wide exhibition that stretches the full 150 miles of
the Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site area – from Maryport in the
west to South Shields in the east, across ten museums and
venues.
The six month exhibition is a once in a lifetime opportunity for
visitors to admire a unique range of remarkable and finely
decorated Roman cavalry objects including ornate helmets, armour
and weapons on loan from national and international museums,
which will be shown alongside objects from museums across the
Wall.
Dramatic re-enactment events at attractions across Wall will also form part of Hadrian’s
Cavalry exhibition. From July 2017, a specially commissioned piece of contemporary art
celebrating the cavalry site will be on display at English Heritage’s Chesters Roman Fort and
Museum.
The national and international museums include the British Museum, National Museums
Scotland, the Musee d’Art Classique de Mougins (France), Archäologisches Landesmuseum
Baden-Württemberg / Limes Museum, Aalen, the Archaeological State Collection, Munich,
the Landesmuseum Württemberg, Stuttgart (Germany).
Thursday 22nd June; 6.30pm. Slavery in small things: slavery and modern cultural
habits. A talk by Professor James Walvin exploring the cultural legacy of slavery through
commonplace daily objects. It will trace the relationship between slavery and modern cultural
habits through an analysis of such objects that include sugar, tobacco, tea, maps,
portraiture, print, and more. It utilises common objects to illustrate the cultural impact and
legacy of the Atlantic slave trade. Lit & Phil, 23 Westgate Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1
1SE. Free entry but call 0191 232 0192 to reserve a ticket.

New oral
history website
David Connolly

The North East Labour History Society is pleased to announce that it
has just published transcripts of the personal memories of sixty people
from the North East. You can find these on our website at:
http://nelh.net/oral-history/

These oral histories are from people who have spent their lives in the co-operative
movement, the mines, other industries, the unions and political activity. We think these
transcripts are a valuable permanent record of peoples' recollections of their lifetime
experiences.
The material we have here draws on a range of activities undertaken by North East Labour
History Society members and others.
Do take a look and tell us what you think. If you have transcripts or notes from interviews
with people who have been involved in the labour movement in the North East we would be
delighted to provide space for them on our site (contact@nelh.org). As well as the name of
the interviewee and a photograph, it would be helpful to have their dates, where they lived
and worked, the name of the interviewer and, if applicable, the project or organisation
through which the interview was done. It is important to get permission from the person who
has been interviewed to put their information on this site.

The Northumberland Archives Service online catalogue lists over 2000
maps in its collection. Many of them are unique, and if you need
historic topographical information on a place or area there is no
substitute for a visit to the county archives. However, the older maps
produced by the Ordnance Survey (OS) and other official bodies are
now historical documents in their own right, and fortunately most of them are now accessible
via the internet. Below I have summarised the most useful sources.
Historic maps
online
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Old Maps Online
www.oldmapsonline.org
This site draws on material from the map collections of national libraries, universities and
other institutions around the world. For the UK it has the full collection of high resolution 6
inch OS maps from the National Library of Scotland (see below), for all periods between
1860 and 1952. It has several series of 1 inch OS maps, including the topographically
shaded "hills" edition, and the Bartholomew's half-inch topographical maps. There is also a
good selection of historic county and town maps (including Saxton's) from the British Library
and Manchester University Map Library.
National Library of Scotland
http://maps.nls.uk/geo
The NLS has scanned all the first and second-edition 6 inch OS maps for Scotland and
England. You can search for the one you want via an index map or by place name. The
maps are zoomable and extremely high resolution.
The 1st edition 25 inch plans are in progress from south to north - the current northern limit
of England is Lincs/Derbs/Lancs.
British History Online
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/catalogue/maps
This site has all first-edition 6 inch OS maps, with a very easy search, first by county, then by
place name or browsing. The images are zoomable, but there is poor resolution at high
magnification.
A Vision of Britain
http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/maps/
An interesting collection of national and local UK maps including various OS 1 inch scale
editions, land utilisation maps from 1925 to 1948, HMSO Boundary Commission maps 1868,
1885, OS Civil Parish Boundary Maps 1888-1895. It also has Smith's roadmap of the UK
(1inch scale) of 1806, which is an excellent source for turnpike routes.
The Genealogist
www.thegenealogist.co.uk
Although this is a commercial family history website I have included it because it has the
entire UK tithe map and award collection from the National Archives at high resolution,
indexed and downloadable. Many are black and white scans, but all the Northumberland
maps are now in full colour. The downside of this is the cost - the tithe maps are only
available in the top-price "Diamond" package for £120 a year or £60 for 4 months ( though
for this you also get all the familiar genealogical databases - censuses, BMD, etc)

Ordnance
Survey Name
Books Project
Diana Whaley

The Ordnance Survey Name Books (or Original Object Name Books)
are records of fieldwork on an extraordinary scale: the survey of
Britain and Ireland which formed the basis for the First Edition Six Inch
maps and subsequent maps. As well as surveying, the sappers and
officers of the Royal Engineers, together with civilian assistants,
collected information about places and place-names from local

residents, and their 'Descriptive remarks' provide valuable snapshots of town and country in
the mid nineteenth century. They also consulted older maps, gazetteers, histories and
dictionaries. Of English counties only the four northernmost and part of Hampshire have
surviving Name Books from this period: 468 books (104 for Northumberland), OS34 in The
National Archives, Kew, except for Berwick, OS1/5/4 in the National Records of Scotland,
Edinburgh.
While some of the content is routine, many entries contain fascinating insights into the
landscape, antiquities, buildings, and industrial and social history of the period. From the
Newcastle Name Books, for instance, we learn about long-gone pits, pubs, farms and
ferries, about 'a row of mean looking dwelling houses' called Pity Me, and about the stories
behind Lambert's Leap. About Back Row in Hexham we learn that 'it was formerly called
Puddling Row but the name has been lately changed by the Board of Health'. In rural
Longhorsley, Chirm Wells is 'a small stone building erected in 1836', occupied by Mr Corrie
and owned by Mr Straker, and named from nearby springs which were used for 'drinking and
bathing in a peculiar sort of water ... said to be very conducive to health' until the stream was
diverted by coal mining. Chirm Pit is a small coal-pit worked by a gin and a horse. The Name
Book for Farne cites the octogenarian lighthouse-keeper William Darling as an authority for
local names, and recalls the wreck of the SS Forfarshire in 1838 and the bravery of his
daughter Grace.
The Northumberland Name Books project, launched in April 2016, seeks to make this
valuable resource available to researchers and a wider public. To date, digital images of all
the Northumberland books have been taken, and all the indexes have been transcribed by a
strong team of over twenty volunteers, producing a searchable Northumberland gazetteer as
well as a way into the entries in the Name Books. Also under way is a pilot transcription of
several complete Name Books. A website is in development and, with the kind permission of
The National Archives, will provide free access to original images as well as to
transcriptions.

The Embleton Name Book explains the origin of the name
Liverpool Hole, near Craster
The project is made possible by a generous donation from Jim and Mary Ann Wilkes to the
English Place-Name Society (funding IT support and assistance with the Hampshire

material). The support of the Joseph Cowen Lifelong Learning Centre (Explore) and
Newcastle University Library Special Collections is also gratefully acknowledged.
Any queries or offers of help, please, to Prof. Diana Whaley Diana.Whaley@ncl.ac.uk
Notes &
Queries

George Stoker. The field immediately south of Blackhouse farm
buildings has started to develop potholes and subside in places. I’ve
been told it was the tip for Hexham. Has anyone any knowledge of
such? We would be most interested to find out more.

Researching the works of George Walker Milburn (1844-1941), York sculptor and carver,
aka G Milburn, aka Milburn of York. Boer War memorial at Bellingham noted as the work of
‘J. Milburn’ but may be that of ‘G Milburn.’ Monument reportedly unveiled in June 1904. Said
to have been reported in Hexham newspapers. As I live in Dublin, am unable, yet, to visit
Hexham to find such a report. Would appreciate if any Hexham historian could help.
Sincerely, Tony Power
John Knights is enquiring about his mother, Norah Knights (nee Campbell), who was a
children’s nanny for the Blayney family of Sandhoe House, Hexham. His father wrote a
letter on 16 December 1944, mentioning that Norah had lost her appeal against conscription.
John Knights is keen to find out where any records of appeals against conscription in WW2
might be.
Any suggestions, or information about Norah Campbell, to Yvonne please
(01434) 601237 or secretary@hexhamhistorian.org
Geoff Caulton writes: (I have a) studio
photograph by T P Edwards of Hexham.
On the back is written the single name
Ulrich. I bought the photo over 20 years
ago,…..The subject is in flying gear and
has an oval Imperial German Aviation
badge on his flying helmet. We cannot tell whether he is fixed
wing or Zeppelin crew: the badge is not clear enough to see. He
is armed with a revolver and perhaps a flare pistol.
Who was
Ulrich – and
what was he
doing in
Hexham?

I am puzzled why he should be posing for a Studio Portrait in
Hexham? I do not think he is an Englishman dressing up. I
believe T P Edwards was operating prior to the Great War so
perhaps it dates from then?
If you can shed light on Ulrich, please contact Geoff at
gcaulton1949@yahoo.co.uk or via the Editor
On Tuesday 16 May sixteen members went on a very interesting tour
‘behind the scenes’ of the Northumberland Archives at Woodhorn. We
had a detailed talk by Michael Geary, a senior archivist, on the service
and then split into two groups. One group explored a number of
interesting items, mostly relating to Hexham, that had been laid out for
us to see; such as old photographs of the town, workhouse overseer’s
books, copies of the ‘Hexham Herald’ and a fascinating map dating from the early 1900’s
showing the extent of the first provision of electric lighting in the area.
Behind the
scenes at
Woodhorn
Chris Britton

The other group went behind the scenes into the climate controlled storage areas to see a
variety of things such how the documents are stored and accessed. One (very chilly) room
contained huge numbers of photographs including many glass slides by Gibson of Hexham.
In another we saw many remarkably dirty bundles of ancient copies of the Courant which
had been recently deposited. We were also lucky enough to view a marvellous collection of
paintings by ‘Pitman Painter’ Oliver Kilbourn. The groups then switched over halfway
through.
As this was a day when the Archives were not open to the general public we had the
privilege of having the place to ourselves and didn’t even have to pay for the car park!
A combination of the Phone Book,
Yellow Pages and local guide books,
trades directories were published from
the 18th to the early 20th centuries and
provide an invaluable source of
information for the local and family historian. The first trade
directory in the northeast was William Whitehead’s Directory of
Newcastle (1778) but the earliest relating to the Hexham area
is Pigot’s Directory for Northumberland (1822).ranged by
parishes, the directories comprise of a short guide to the area,
followed often by an alphabetical listing of the local gentry and
others likely to receive correspondance, and then by a
classified listing of the various trades and services available.
As the directories developed, they started to carry
advertisements such as those illustrated (taken from Bulmer’s
directory of 1886), again a very useful resource for librarians
Trades
Directories
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Book Review
Helen
Rutherford

Cline, Eric H (2017) Three stones make a wall: the story of
archaeology. Princeton UP £27.95 ISBN 9781400884612

I was looking forward to reading this book. My favourite programme as
a child was “Romer’s Egypt” and I very much wanted to be John
Romer who seemed to embody all the eccentric excitement of archaeology and Egyptology
in particular. “Three Stones Make a Wall” got off to a poor start, in my eyes, in the very first
chapter when it reduced the name of the Boy King Tutankhamun to the teeth- clenchingly
awful “King Tut” (I appreciate that this was common terminology in an earlier age but I am
surprised to see it used now). However if you can get past this first chapter, Cline, a
professor at George Washington University, offers an accessible, chatty and informative
guide.

It is written in a conversational style and includes interesting snippets of
information gleaned from the author’s thirty years of experience as an
archaeologist. There are practical tips, stories, and an insight into
specific digs in Africa- Egypt in particular, North and South America and
Europe.
One of the distinguishing aspects of the book is that Cline deals with the
questions you may have wanted to ask but couldn’t due to not knowing
a handy archaeologist. For example, “for those wondering what a typical
day on an excavation consists of”, Cline explains that days start early,
around 5am. Most of his digs seem to have taken place in hot countries,
so afternoons are relaxed and involve swimming and eating, before
digging begins again in the evening when the heat has died down.
The text does not just cover archaeology on land. There is a fascinating chapter,
“Enchantment under the Sea”, discussing underwater archaeology.
The book is illustrated by line drawings by Glynnis Fawkes which are rather nice but I feel
that the text would have benefitted from some coloured illustrations to mirror the style of the
text. Approximately a quarter of the book contains a detailed bibliography and end notes.
These enable the reader to unearth further information from the safety of an armchair and
without the need to deal with the reality of the heat and dust underlying the romantic notion
of the archaeologist.
This would be an excellent present for a student wondering about studying archaeology at
University or perhaps for someone who always wished that they had taken that path.
The newsletter you have just read comes as part of your membership
of Hexham Local History Society. The publications programme and
the Society’s other activities are dependent upon membership
subscriptions. If you have not already renewed your membership for
this year, can I ask to you do so now? Please send it to me, as soon as possible, to 37
Duke’s Rd, Hexham NE46 3AW (£10 single/£15 dual)
Subscriptions
Yvonne Purdy

Publications
Terry Eccles

As a member of HLHS you receive the Hexham Historian (No 27 is
currently in preparation) but you may also have missed one or two, or
even more. We even have some very smart binders, in which to keep
them!

Recent titles in our Occasional Publications Series, all still available, include such titles as A
pack of idle sparks, The Black Book of Hexham and Dirty old town.
All titles are available from the Publications Officer, 19 Tynedale Terrace, Hexham NE46
3JE, using the form below, or email sales@hexhamhistorian.org - or at the Bookshop stall
at our public lectures.
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